
19.8032.01000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

12/21/2018

Bill/Resolution No.: HB 1077

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Expenditures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Appropriations $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties $0 $0 $0

Cities $0 $0 $0

School Districts $0 $0 $0

Townships $0 $0 $0

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

Grants explicit authority to do federal audits currently being done by the State Auditor.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

No fiscal impact, audits are currently being done.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

None

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

None

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

None



Name: Donald LaFleur

Agency: State Auditor

Telephone: 3284744

Date Prepared: 12/27/2018
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1/11/2019 

30676 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk:  Kathleen Davis 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A bill relating to the powers and duties of the state auditor 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachment 1 

 
Chairman Porter called the hearing to order. 
 
Brian Johnson, State Auditor’s Office, presented Attachment 1.   
 
Chairman Porter:  Explain in detail the lawsuit. 
 
Johnson:  A gentleman out of Minot, mineral audits weren’t being paid. He contracted with 
a company to make those payments, that wasn’t happening. He ultimately ended up filing a 
lawsuit saying we didn’t have the authority to conduct these mineral auditors because the 
Century Code didn’t allow us to.  
 
Chairman Porter: So it was a citizen who filed this lawsuit. 
 
Johnson:  correct. A citizen suit Josh Gallion as auditor. 
 
Chairman Porter: Are you doing these audits now? On behalf of the federal government? 
 
Johnson:  correct. 
 
Vice Chairman Damschen:  It says “perform work”. Is that defined, or understood? 
 
Brian Johnson: I believe that’s understood.  
 
Rep Heinert: Do you know what other states are doing in reference to these audits? 
 
Johnson:  I believe other states are auditing them. I believe there’s federal funding for all 
states to do these audits. 
 
Chairman Porter: Can you double check on other oil and gas lease states and see what 
they’re doing? 
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Johnson:  I will do that. 
 
Rep Heinert:  You stated the auditor’s office is doing these audits. Is anyone else involved 
in state government doing these audits? 
 
Brian Johnson:  No. 
 
Rep. Mitskog: What would prompt an audit?  Random, whistle blower? 
 
Brian Johnson: As wells are completed and updated we flag those, perform the audit and 
make sure they’re making the payments as they’re supposed to be. As they come into 
production, the audit checks to make sure there no federal lands oil or gas is being pulled 
from, and if so, the audit goes further to ensure the company is making the payments they’re 
supposed too. 
 
Rep. Mitskog: How many a year? 
 
Brian Johnson I don’t know.  
 
Rep. Mitskog: can we find that out? 
 
Johnson: I can include that in the other answers. 
 
Rep. Roers Jones:  Are you auditing for the federal government to protect their interests or 
are you auditing to be sure everyone is being paid properly. I assume your comparing this 
against the drilling and division order and looking at payments. You’re not auditing the drilling 
and division order as far as accuracy are you? 
 
Brian Johnson:  I believe not. The main purpose is for the federal royalty and mineral 
interests.  There are substantial funds that cities and counties where those wells are at 
receiving additional monies when the payments aren’t being made. 
 
Rep. Mitskog: The costs of the audit, the federal government reimburses? 
 
Brian Johnson:  correct 
 
Rep Heinert: Is this going to cause additional workload? 
 
Brian Johnson: not at all. 
 
Chairman Porter: Further testimony in support? 
 
Jodi Smith, Commission, Dept. of Trust Lands:  We request an opportunity to gather 
information to bring back to the committee for further support. 
 
Chairman Porter: We will hold on to this and give you an opportunity to come back with your 
expert.  Further testimony in support? Opposition? Seeing none we’ll close the hearing.  
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☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk:           Kathleen Davis 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A bill relating to the powers and duties of the state auditor 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachment 1 

 
Chairman Porter opened the hearing on HB 1077. 
 
Jodi Smith, Commissioner of University and School Lands presented Attachment 1. 
 
Chairman Porter: Are you in favor of the bill? 
 
Smith: we’re not opposed to it.  It’s ok the way it is. 
 
Chairman Porter: questions?  
 
Rep Heinert: I move a Do Pass on HB 1077. 
 
Rep. Zubke:  Second. 
 
Chairman Porter:  We have a motion for a Do Pass on HB 1077 and a second. Discussion? 
 
Rep. Keiser:  This is my opportunity to express my general frustration with fiscal notes. 
Obviously somebody wants this so there’s no fiscal impact. If they hadn’t liked it, I would 
have like to know what the fiscal note would look like.  
 
Chairman Porter:  Their claim is they’re already doing them and it won’t cost anymore. This 
just grants them specific authority.   Further discussion? 
 
Rep. Mitskog: So there were not additional FTE’s required?  
 
Chairman Porter: No impact because the State Auditor’s office says they’re already doing 
this.      
A motion and a second has been called. The clerk will call the roll. 
13 yes      0 no      1 absent      Motion carries.  Rep Bosch is the carrier.  
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☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Marne Johnson 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A bill relating to the powers and duties of the state auditor. 
 

Minutes:                                                 2 attachments  

 
Chair Unruh: Opened the public hearing.  
 
Brian Johnson, Deputy State Auditor (0:20-3:40) introduced the bill, please see 
attachment #1.  
 
Chair Unruh: This is not an audit your office is currently performing, it would be additional 
duties and you need additional FTEs that are federally funded? 
 
Brian Johnson: No, we currently have 5 FTEs; we’ve been doing these since 1984. Our 
office is downtown, we have 5 full time employees, the office space and their salaries are 
paid for by the federal dollars. No fiscal impact, no changes, this just clarifies the code to 
make it more clear that we do have the authority to do these audits. 
 
Senator Piepkorn: What time period does this chart cover? 
 
Dennis Roller, Manager, Royalty Audit Section, State Auditor’s Office: The numbers are 
biennium to date, til December. 
 
Senator Piepkorn: Why, if you’ve been doing this since 1984, why the change? Who 
requested this? 
 
Brian Johnson: There really is no change, it’s a clarification of the century code that spells 
out specifically, rather than a general line that says we have the ability to conduct all audits 
that are authorized in century code or by the federal government; this clearly spells out that 
we are allowed to do these audits. The main reason for that is the lawsuit. It’s clarification 
that we have the authority to do this, it clarifies it so we can avoid another lawsuit.  
 
Senator Piepkorn: When was this lawsuit? Who is Phillip Armstrong? 
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Brian Johnson: He purchased a company, or ended up with some wells where there were 
royalty payments that were owed. It’s common for these things to get overlooked, which is a 
reason we do what we do. We make sure that if someone comes into possession of one of 
these wells, that they understand and are making the payments they are supposed to be 
making. He was an individual that didn’t believe that we had authority to demand he make 
these payments and filed the lawsuit. He is in the oil business up in Minot. This lawsuit was 
about a year ago. 
 
No opposing testimony. 
 
Attachment #2 is neutral testimony provided by Jodi Smith, Commissioner of 
University and School Lands. 
 
Chair Unruh: Closed the public hearing.  
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